**Education Kit Menu**

Our education kits are designed for use both in and outside of the classroom, and contain materials for 24-30 students. Kits are packed with hands-on props, project and group activity materials, and an easy-to-follow program guide. Rates listed are weekly ($10+ for additional weeks) and all rentals require a refundable damage deposit.

---

**Fledglings & Friends**

*For Preschool & Kindergarten*

Through songs, puppets, real bird skins and activities, your group will learn what makes birds unique and interesting while stimulating their curiosity of the natural world.

$45

---

**Birds of Seattle**

*For Lower & Upper Elementary*

Bird skins, wings and skeletons, and playful, engaging activities give participants a fresh perspective of our avian neighbors.

$55

---

**Symphony of the Birds**

*For Lower & Upper Elementary*

Using hands-on, audiovisual materials, this kit gives participants the opportunity to identify 16 birds local to the PNW by sight and sound like trained ornithologists.

$45

---

*Education kit rentals require a minimum one week advance notice. Kits must be reserved ahead of time. We cannot accommodate last-minute rentals.*

| kits@seattleaudubon.org | https://seattleaudubon.org/learn/education-kits | 206-523-4483 |
Learn to identify local raptors and become familiar with the amazing adaptations that make these birds so unique. Included in each kit are bird skins, wings, talons, and raptor skulls that will bring these elusive, often nocturnal, avian predators right into your classroom!

$55

Could the first birds fly? In the process of answering this question, participants will explore the adaptations that allow birds to fly by examining feathers, wings, properties of flight physics, bird skeletons, and a reproduction of Archaeopteryx. This kit is a great introduction to evolutionary processes.

$45

Birds and nature have provided inspiration for artists throughout history. Complete with art materials, art prints by local and famous artists, and natural specimens to act as your muse, this kit provides anything that a group of artists needs to create.

$55

Explore your schoolyard habitat with eight hands-on science lessons. Most lessons have an outdoor data collection component, plus time for synthesis and analysis. Explore plants, spiders, birds, worms, and bugs!

$55

Determine the health of a local water body by studying water quality characteristics and macroinvertebrate indicator species. Other activities include water fowl identification, games featuring wetland creatures, and exploration of the salmon life cycle.

$55
To reserve a kit, please fill out our Education Kit and Bird Skin Request Form. For questions, please contact Hanae Bettencourt, Education Manager, by phone (206) 523-8243 ext 108 or by email kits@seattleaudubon.org.